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ABSTRACT

The posterior maxilla presents with limitations due to the presence of the maxillary sinus as well as overall poor bone quality due to decreased bone density. As a result, procedures such as sinus and ridge augmentations are often required following tooth loss to prepare future implant sites for dental implant placement. The methods that are available for sinus augmentation involve the lateral (direct) approach and the crestal (indirect) approach. While a number of studies find comparable results for bone gain after sinus augmentation, the lateral approach presents with limitations including post op morbidity, and limited access for single tooth areas as well as higher potential of Schneiderian membrane damage. As a result, the crestal approach has been advocated. A number of modifications have been made to the approach to improve its efficacy since it was described by Summers in 1994 and the goal of this article is to review some of these improvements and how they have affected overall success of the technique.
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Introduction

Prolonged tooth loss can result in loss of bone in edentulous sites in the mouth especially in the posterior maxilla. Anatomical sites in the mouth that are close to areas with bone loss are at particular risk of being encroached on during dental implant placement. Vital structures such as the maxillary sinus, mental and inferior alveolar nerves have to be identified, and modifications such as use of shorter implants, and sinus augmentation for the posterior maxillary region have been implemented as ways of circumventing possible damage to these structures.

The posterior maxilla presents with medullary bone which has less density and quality than the premaxilla and the mandible [1]. In addition, pneumatization that occurs in the sinus area after extraction due to osteoclastic resorption at the maxillary posterior ridge as well as increased positive pressure of the maxilla overtime, results in significant decrease of bone volume present, necessitating need for sinus lift and ridge augmentation in the posterior maxilla [2] (Figure 1).

The initial approach to sinus augmentation involved the use of the lateral approach discovered by Tatum in 1977 and further published by Boyne in 1980 [3]. While the technique has provided the advantage of being able to augment sites with multiple implants simultaneously, a number of drawbacks exist such as increased post-operative morbidity such as swelling and hematoma formation [4]. Other limitations of the lateral sinus
The lift approach include increased need for visibility and access to the sinus, potential problems in sites with limited access, as well as potential of damage to the Schneiderian membrane [3]. All of which necessitated the creation of crestal access to perform sinus augmentation due to reduced postoperative morbidity and less invasive technique [2,3]. The Lateral window is usually the recommended technique for severely atrophic maxillary ridges due to its ability to be able to augment a wider area of bone at one time [1-4].

The Osteotome technique was first detailed in multiple publications by Summers where use of blunt instruments called osteotomes were used for elevation of the sinus, bone augmentation occurs followed by dental implant placement simultaneously or four to six months later as a two-stage technique [5]. Modifications to the technique involves simultaneous sinus augmentation and implant placement which has been found to have a high survival rate comparable to dental implant placement in native bone [1,2]. Other modifications involve use of modified osteotomes [6] and also use of a hydraulic balloon for sinus augmentation [7-9].

The osteotome technique is also used for site development and widening ostectomy sites with limited bone present. Overtime the technique has been modified and its use expanded including increasing density of bone by using the osteotomes to compact bone is areas with porous bone, and a traumatically widening ostectomy sites [3]. It therefore presents with major advantages over the lateral window technique especially in single edentulous sites that are being replaced with dental implants.

Advantages of the osteotome technique include that the ostectomy site is much smaller so less post-operative morbidity and less healing time needed, it is more efficacious, and has the ability to increase bone to implant contact by ability to compact bone increasing density, and therefore can result in more stability around implants [10]. It is also able to allow access to areas of the mouth were the lateral window would have limited access such as single implant placement sites as well as areas of the mouth with restricted access or risk of membrane perforation [10].

Figure 2: Osteotome site creation.

Figure 3: Diagram of Osteotome technique.

Figure 4: Initial x-ray of osteotome technique.

Figure 5: Direction indicator for technique.
A number of studies have suggested the crestal approach to sinus augmentation using osteotomes to replace the lateral window technique for single tooth implant replacement in the posterior maxillary where due to impeded access there is high possibility that perforation of the Schneiderian membrane can result due to the limited access, and there can be an increased risk of post op morbidity with the lateral window technique [3].
Studies comparing the efficacy of the lateral window and osteotome technique found comparable results in terms of stability of implants that were placed, comparable new bone gain after grafting procedure ranging from 4-8mm from both techniques as well similar survival rates as found with native non augmented maxillary bone [1,2]. While the lateral window technique resulted in more swelling than the osteotome technique, it was found to be more efficacious for severely atrophic maxilla with less than 3mm of bone present [1,2]. The osteotome technique was however found to be minimally invasive with higher patient acceptance [2].

Use of the osteotome technique especially in the posterior maxilla also offers the benefit for improving direct contact between implant and bone because of the ability of osteotomes to compress bone with reduced bone density (type 3 and type 4 bone) allowing better anchorage of the dental implants by forming a denser connection between the compacted bone and implants [3,5]. Types of osteotomes have also been modified with the creation of expansive osteotomes which are similar to the original Summers osteotomes except additional features such as apical tip design, different calipers that are designed to adapt to different systems, as well angulated osteotomes which have been designed to improve
bone density and lateral compression of bone, and help improve primary implant retention and stability [11]. High success rates of 95% to 97% were reported with these osteotomes [11].

**Modifications to the Osteotome techniques**
The requirements for simultaneous implant placement with sinus augmentation versus delayed placement include that to reduce risk of damage to the Schneiderian membrane, implants could be placed at time as sinus elevation when a minimum of 5mm of bone is present and as a delayed protocol when less than 5mm of bone is present [1,2].

More recently some studies have reported successful use of osteotome technique for atrophic maxilla where usually the lateral window technique would have been the cause of action [12]. Anson et al. found successful implant stability and high survival rates in sites with 2-3mm of native bone present with osteotome use combine with a composite graft comprised of demineralized freeze-dried bone allograft, bovine bone and calcium phosphate [13].

Toffler developed the crestal core elevation technique (CCE) for sinus augmentation using osteotomes which involves using a delayed approach to place multiple osteotomes in atrophic maxilla with less than 5mm of native bone present. The technique involves initial access using a trephine followed by osteotome site augmentation using #5 and #6 core osteotomes and then by augmentation of the sinus using a composite autogenous graft combined with bovine bone, followed by an e-PTFE membrane [14]. The area is allowed to heal for about 5-7 months before dental implant placement occurs. Bone gain from technique ranges from 7-12mm was reported, it also offers a less invasive technique than the lateral window, and minimizes chances of Schneiderian membrane exposure [14].

Narang et al. evaluated the use of modified osteotome sinus floor elevation combined with platelet rich fibrin, bone grafts and immediate implant placement and found high survival results for immediate dental implants placed in the posterior maxilla using the osteotome technique [15].

The Balloon sinus lift was also implemented for use in atrophic maxilla, and involves drilling of the ostectomy site following the use of osteotomes to 1mm from the Schneiderian membrane followed by insertion of a latex balloon attached to a catheter to lift the sinus floor with slow infusion of saline and then placement of bone grafting material for sinus augmentation with increased bone gain compared to the osteotome technique alone [6,8]. Penaroccha-Diago et al. described the technique and recommended its use in sites with 3mm or more native bone present. They combined the balloon lift with bovine bone mixed with autogenous bone along with simultaneous dental implant placement and indicated that they had a 100% success rate after 1 year of dental implant loading [8]. They indicated its advantage of increasing bone after sinus lift by 8.7-10mm over the 3-4mm gain from the standard osteotome technique making its use invaluable in the atrophic maxilla [8,9].

A number of studies have evaluated the effect of not using any bone grafting materials for osteotome augmentation and found comparable to results to use of bone grafting materials [16,17]. Taschieri et al. found a success rate of 98.02% at 1 year and 96.77% after 5 years for 1767 implants evaluated without use of bone grafts for osteotome sinus augmentation [16]. Brizuela et al. found a success rate using graftless technique of 91.6% after 2 years of patient follow up [18].

Similar results were found for use of a graft-less lateral window approach, Falah et al reported a 94% success rate for dental implants when fibrin blood clot was utilized instead of bone grafting material for sinus augmentation, their conclusion is that the blood clot serves as an osteoprogenitor which affects migration, differentiation of bone cells as well as regeneration of bone [19]. Pichasov and Juodzbalys evaluated a number of studies between 1993 and 2013, involving use of graft-less sinus lift technique and found that all the articles reviewed found increased bone formation and high implant stability and survival rate using the patients’ blood clot instead of bone grafts [20].

**Conclusion**
The osteotome technique continues to be an efficacious way to effectively achieve bone augmentation in the posterior maxilla with reduced post-operative morbidity and relatively quicker healing compared to the lateral window technique. Its limitation compared to the lateral window technique is usually with severely atrophic maxilllas that present with less than 4mm of native bone as well as where multiple implants are being placed to replace teeth. A number of modifications have been made to the technique to overcome these limitations, with success noted, but further research is needed to be able to evaluate immediate placement with atrophic maxilllas as well as use of graft-less technique with use of patient’s blood instead of bone grafts for osteotome sinus augmentation.
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